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ABSTRACT characteristics of the items (mostly waste) to be
assayed. Perhaps the most that can be attained in

This paper addresses a series of studies the general case is an understanding of the nature
undertaken while fulfilling the measurement and likely magnitude of the problem.

requirements for certification of a 55-gallon drum- ._:._._:_:_:::.::..:_:_._::_:::::::::_.::::..,.._..,:_.,._._

studies were initiated to investigate anomalies ,...__..
seen in the data as well as gain a quantifiable ..................:_""
understanding of effects caused by using standards

of considerably different geometric proportions "11
than the assay items, oftentimes necessitated due ::-:......

::

to lack of adequate standards. The first _::._:_:_:_
investigation concerned effects caused by items
not being exactly centered on the measurement
table. The remaining studies involved establishing
the magnitude of the bias induced by so-called
"end effects" as well as by size differences between
calibration standards and assay items. In order to
unravel the above effects, can and drum

parameter files were interchange.ably employed in
conjunction with comparisons of the instrument
calibrations obtained with can-sized standards and

55-gallon drum standards. The paper will di_uss F'_,ureI. The Los Alamos55-gallon drum-sized segmented

the results and the magnitude of the observed gamma scanner (SGS) shown assaying one of the uranium can
effects, standards. The standard is positioned on the pedestal which

is on the rotating, translating sample platform. The standard
is located midway between the transmission assembly and

INTRODUCTION detector collimator.

Within the past six years several important . _ t._:
advances have been made in the field of

segmented gamma-ray scanning. These mostly
have to do with eliminating, or at least
minimizing, bias caused by sample self absorption

as well as by differences in sample container size
and composition between calibration standards
and the items being measured !-3. However, at

which has not been addressed as thoroughly and

which can generate significant bias at least as ==================================
large as those above. This is the so-called "end
effects" and/or heterogeneities within the

F'_gure 2. View showing the electronics rack and computer
calibration standards and items themselves. This terminal of SGS.

is an extremely difficult area to treat with any
exactness due to the complexity and unknown

|
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The bias study described herein came about as inner poly bottle could be off center by as much
a result of fulfilling the measurement as 1.25 in. even if the operator succeeded in
requirements for certification of a new drum-sized exactly centering the dressing jar on the pedestal
segmented gamma scanner used at the plutonium (see Figure 1). There are no engineered
facility at Los Alamos. The instrument performs constraints to enable precise positioning and
high resolution, segmented gamma-ray assays of occasionally the operators were observed to place
55-gallon drums, as well as smaller-sized items if the can off center by as much as 0.5 in. This
necessary, containing up to 200 grams of could, of course, either augment or diminish the
plutonium, uranium, or mixed waste. The overall offset depending on the position of the
instrument's hardware, a commercially available inti_mal poly bottle.
system from Canberra Nuclear shown in Figures 1

and 2, consists primarily of a sample movement SGS Offset Effects
mechanism, a high-purity germanium gamma-ray
detector, a multichannel analyzer, and a

controlling computer which also analyzes the data. I I

The software was developed by the Safeguards _'-'L._
Assay Group (N-l) at Los Alamos. Transtms_Soor_ [SNU._sanO

'_- -]- Ssmp_eWhile acquiring standards data tbr the sr_ _
i_tector ,aatis "__' ' sol

aforementioned instrument certification, it was v 7co, tsir_rnoted that anamolously high and low regions (a

few percent above average) occasionally appeared i
in the repeat normalized data (measured/standard

mass) on the uranium can standards. This was Top View

some cause for concern since it didn't occur with s_.s.m,o
the plutonium can standards 4. The investigation ,,,....=,¢_ a---
of this phenomenon led to the offset study
discussed next. Toward the end of the

certification process it became apparent that new
plutonium drum standards would become on_t_

available and this presented a great opportunity to Rgure 3. Illustration of side and top views of the sample
compare results with the plutonium can standards container on the measurement platform showing the offset
to learn more about end-effects and condition. From the top view, the offset container centroid

heterogeneities within standards. Finally, since can be seen to trace out a circle as the platform rotates.

the Los Alamos software we are using has the After this discovery, we decided to quantify the
capability of supporting matrix attenuation results to see if this could explain the observed
coefficients for each different container type used, data anomalies. From Figure 3 it is evident that
we were able to empirically verify the theoretical any offset always cauls smaller transmission
work done in Reference 1. diameters which in turn always bias the final assay

results low. To understand this, we need to

OFFSET STUDY return to first principles. The equation which
describes the general case of gamma-ray assay

As mentioned in the introduction, we initiated with a segmented gamma scanner is 1' 5
an investigation to determine the cause of the

anomalies appearing in the normalized repeat TCR = RR*CF(RL)*CF(AT), (1)data on the uranium standards. Since there where
appeared to be no a priori reason for this effect TCR = total corrected rate,

from an instrument hardware/software standpoint, RR = raw rate of data acquisition,we decided to examine the standards themselves.
lt soon became evident that the uranium CF(RL) = correction factor for counting

rate-related elech-onic losses, and
standards were doubly contained such that an CF(AT) = correction factor for self-
ir,a_r poly bottle containing the uranium graphite attenuation in the
mixture was free to move around - the outer

dressing jar was 3.5 in. in radius whereas the sample.
inner poly bottle was only 2.25 in. Clearly, the

l
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If the above corrections are properly done, then 100 g Uranium Can Standard
93.138i 235UTCR is proportional to the mass of the isotope ,.,_

emitting the gamma-ray of interest s, i.e., _ _=0.0001n

Ii= _ Offset=0.625In

TCR = K'M, (2) ,0, _-" _
I

where _
K = calibration constant, and .. c,N

M = mass of assayed isotope. 1 _O.96

J 0._J

The calibration constant includes the effects of "" '
t_ Offset= 1.250in

detector efficiency, measurement geometry, and on ...................z ] 4 s 6 7 8 t lo tj I_ t3 14 ts it JT II

gamma-ray emission rates and is determined by _u,,_--.,_u.,.....---
using standards. CFAT is difficult to calculate for

the general case 5. The general dependence of Irq_ure4. Normalizeduranium can standarddata showing the
CFAT on T for a simple analytically calculable effect of the container being offset.

geometry, a slab, is MEASUREMENTS ON DRUM AND CAN

CFAT = - _nT STANDARDS
I-T

We have measured the response from 55-

Obviously, CFAT decreases as T increases, which gallon (208-1iter) plutonium drum standards and
2-1iter plutonium can standards 4 with the same

is the situation for the offset container, drum-sized SGS. The can standards are uniform
We removed the poly bottle from the dressing

jar and acquired data at the three offset positions mixtures of PuO 2 and diatomaceous earth in 3.75
in. diameter by 10.75 in. high stainless steel innershown in Figure 4. We next placed the bottle
cans. These standards are filled to a height ofback and repeated the exercise. Since the bottle
approximately 7 in. The plutonium drumwas contained inside two plastic bags, it was

t difficult to exactly align inside the dressing jar standards are similar in construction to the
and, in any case, tended to reposition itself at uranium drum standards described at this
some point between the center and wall. The meeting 6. The plutonium drum standards consist

t offsets at 0.000 and 1.250in. in Figure 4 showing of 20 four-liter bottles about 70% full of a
the "poly bottle inside container" closer to unity uniform mixture of PuO 2 and diatomaceous earth.
corroborates that observation. Also, it is Eighteen bottles are placed around the periphery

of the drum, three deep, in six holes cut in theinteresting to note that, since these measurements
Cellutex matrix; the final two bottles are placed inwere made after calibrating on the uranium can
a central hole and off_t vertically from the outerstandards, the normalized assay values at 0.000 in.
bottles. The Cellutex matrix and PuO2/offset are gre.ater than unity as expected. One

final observation from Figure 4 is that the "fall- diatomaceous earth mixture have the same bulk
off'at 1.250in. is much greater than at 0.625in. density (0.26g/cm 3) and linear attenuation

coefficient. The plutonium loading in each 4-1iterAgain, this is expected since it is obvious from the
bottle is low (maximum of 10 g for the largest"top view'in Figure 3 that the functional

dependence of the container diameter, as seen by standard) and does not affect the bulk absorption
the transmission source, is dearly not linear with properties of the standard. Three plutonium

drum standards with nominal plutonium loadingslateral displacement of the container. In
of 30, 100, and 200 g were measured. Theseconclusion, the data anomalies could be accounted
measurements are the first reported for these newfor by the offset results shown in Figure 4.
plutonium drum standards.



Figure 6 displays the results of the calibration
SGS End Effects measurements at 414 keV taken on the three

drum standards and three can standards of similar

mass. The statistical uncertainties are generally
smaller than the plotted points. The total

__ _ corrected rate per gram (the calibration constant)
-__:! is independent of mass as expected for reasonably

/ homogeneous standards analyzed with appropriaterrmma,am
_ attenuation correction factors. The results at

_1!ii_ii!iiiill other energies, 129,203, and 345 keV, are similar.

'!i'_i_iiiiii_iii_ii ! The attenuation.correction-factor analysis

incorporated in the Los Alamos-developed
• " software is that of Parker 5, which also corrects for

the differences in measurement geometry and
irtlCar¢5. Illustrationof the causeof the "endeffects" container dimensions I between the two types of
phenomenon. In this example,countsare receivedin the standards.
detectorwith no transmissioncorrection.

Both sets of measurements used the same 4 loog _t_onk_ Dr.m_1 4O

drum SGS hardware. The 2 in. high collimator, 414 kev [

1standard for a drum-sized SGS, and the increased _ /N_ 3o

" sample-detector distance over that fora can-sized ls__s _ f _ !..,

SGS, results in a decidedly non-ideal ][
measurement geometry for the can standards. 2 "" 2o
Because of the poor geometry for the can _'

. measurements, we expected the response per unit

rnass from the cans and drums to be different. , ._.. _,__._ lO

Part of these differences were expected because of

end effects, present to some extent in ali SGS io0 ' ........

measurements. As shown in Figure 5, these end 0 II 10 lS lo
effects arise when the transmission measurement No.o124n_
at the extremes of the container does not

: representatively sample the material that is F'_ure 7. Segment-by-segment data for the 100g plutonium

producing the response in that area. These end drum standardat 414 keV. CFAT is the correctionfactorfor
effects are a special case of the more generalized attenuation.

uncertainties that arise when non-uniform items 100 Pttamk_ CanS_dard 200are measured on an SGS. 4 .

• .
. / r" .,0 ............ 0 v

6 0 1 l $ 4 g li 7 I 94 ........................ No.of_nchSeoments
0 6O 100 160 _00. 25O 3OO lFtgur¢8. Segment-by-segmentdatafor the 100g plutonium

mOpUllklss(granw) can standardat 414 keV. CFATis the correctionfactorfor
attenuation.

F'_,un_6. Calibrationresults for plutonium drumand can
standardsmeasurexlwitha drum-sizedSGS. If end effects for the can measurement in the

non-ideal drum geometry were the only



perturbation on these measurements, we would different perspective and, at the same time,
expect the corrected rates per gram for the can substantiate the theoretical calculations in
standards to be lower than those for the drum Reference 1. The attenuation correction factors

standards. A much greater fraction of the (CFATs shown in equation (1)) are computed and
measured can segments are affected by end then parameterized as a function of the sample
effects than drum segments. Instead, we observe transmission (T) by fitting [CFAT, transmission]
that the can calibration constant is approximately pairs, by least squares, to a 4th order power series
14_ higher than that of the drum. lt is in _n(T). Since the software has the flexibility to
inconceivable that the masses of these carefully enable analysis of data from disk with different
fabricated and carefully characterized standards CFAT correction coefficients, we were able to

are in error by this amount. A more likely reanalyze the calibration data from the previous
explanation is that the heterogeneities in the drum section with interchanged drum and can
standard give rise to this effect. Figures 7 and 8 correction coefficients. Since the data are

display the segment-by-segment data at 414 keV otherwise identical, the only difference in the total
for a measurement on a 100 g standard of each corrected rate must be due to the effect of the
type. The variation of the count rate, coefficients. Since we could obtain CFAT values

transmission, and attenuation correction factor along with their respective transmission values

(CFAT) is seen to be much greater for the drum from the analysis output and since CFAT is a very
standard than the can standard. This arises from slowly varying function of energy, we were easily
the voids within the drum as seen in the scale able to choose appropriate transmission values to

drawing of a drum standard in a measurement generate Figures 10 and 11. These figures display
geometry shown in Figure 9. The geometry of the the ratio of CFATs as a function of transmission

segment shown in Figure 9 shows clearly that the for the drum and can data bases, respectively.
transmission beam does not sample the same For a given transmission, we can see that the
attenuation as that suffered by the gamma rays ratios from the two curves have the same value as

_ping from the poly bottles. In a sense we are they should. One notable difference, however, is
seeing "end effects" for 20 different samples in the that the can data base curve extends over a wider
drum or, alternatively, a drum with large-scale range of transmission than the drum.
heterogeneities. For these drum standards To understand this, we recall from the

plutonium-bearing material only occupies about previous section that great care was exercised to
25% of the total available volume. This illustrates establish a nearly constant linear attenuation
the difficulties of making uniform, homogeneous coefficient (#) throughout the drum. The can

standards in a drum-sized container, should have a larger # since the same quantity of
plutonium is present in a much smaller volume.

' _ This is also evident by looking at the average

transmission over ali the segments for the 129 and
414 keV gamma-rays. This average transmission
is easily obtained by taking the ratio of the total

corrected rate per gram for the interchanged
CFAT cases. Everything must cancel except the
CFATs. (Note also that the average for the 414
keV can be estimated from Figures 7 and 8.) The
spread in transmission between the 129 and 414

keV energies shown in Figures 10 and 11 is over 4
times larger for the can. The bias introduced

from using the 414 keV energy to determine
calibration or assay results is only between 3 and

Flgme 9. Measurementgeometry for a plutonium drum 4 %, which agrees with the prediction in Reference

standard showing the heterogeneities present. 1. Of course, we don't actually suffer this bias
CFAT COMPARISON STUDY because the software accomodates the different

container geometries.

We now finish up this bias study by discussing
the plutonium can and drum standards from a



CFAT(Drum)/CFAT(Can) effects for the can standards in the drumI.e_l

[Irum_ omotry geometry assuming the drum end effects to be
100a t_JmStd small compared to those of the can. However,

t,, 94.1-suz3QPu the heterogeneities found in the drum standards
1.045

\ 0m, om t_ie made this comparison impossible. Simple

J :_ "--_ .- calculations can give one an approximate
---....._.. magnitude for end effects on the can. They are aLM

129 jv "----_......__. function of the transmission and can range from a
,_ ,._,__v few percent for high transmissions ( > 0.4) to

twenty percent or more at low transmissions
i.11_1

• t: t2 _ t, ,J t, t, (<0.05)in this measurement geometry. These
T_

10. Ratio of drum to can CFATs for the drum data effects could be evaluated experinaentally by
base.as a functionof transmissionthrough the drum. comparing the response per unit mass of truly
Transmissionsmveragedover ali the segmentsare shownfor homogeneous standards of different heights.
129and 414keV.
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